WALK-IN TUBS
GET ALL THE LUXURIES
AND A SHOPPING
E X P E R I E N C E T H AT ’ S A L L
ABOUT SIMPLICITY.

Every One Of Our Tubs Is Backed With Quality Guarantees & A Lifetime Of Customer Support.
W W W. J E T TA C O R P. C O M

At Jetta, we’ve been manufacturing quality tub systems in
our Edmond, Oklahoma location since 1981. And while a
lot of trends have come and gone since then, one thing has
never changed: our belief that a product is only as great as
the service behind it.
That has become an even greater focus for us today as
more and more people look into walk-in tubs for their
homes. Buying a walk-in tub is so much more than a product
purchase. It’s a decision that carries with it the possibility
of greater independence and comfort, but often comes with
fear and insecurity. There are a lot of things to consider,
and there may not be a lot of resources you can trust to truly
have your best interest in mind.
At Jetta, we’re out to change that.

We don’t want to just sell you a walk-in.
We want to give you peace of mind about the entire experience.

SIMPLE, 3-STEP ORDERING PROCESS
We’ll walk you through the three key steps in selecting the most suitable
tub for you: the right Accessibility, your preferred Amenities, and your
choice of Accessories.
NO LEAKS, NO WORRIES
Every walk-in tub we sell comes with a limited lifetime warranty on the
shell, door, and door seal. That’s because our tubs don’t just look great on
the outside, they’re built with quality on the inside.
HYDROTHERAPY IS A LIFE UPGRADE
At Jetta, the healing and restorative benefits of hydrotherapy are not
just a product upgrade, they’re a life upgrade. We believe in the science
– and we’ve committed our resources and time to being the leaders in
bringing it to you in the comfort of your home.
THERE’S A REASON THE PROS PICK US
Builders and plumbers nationwide trust Jetta because we make bath
systems without compromise and back them up with confidence. There
are big-name brands out there with a lot of big marketing budgets, but the
pros tell us time and again that we outdo them on delivery reliability and
service follow-through.

SIMPLIFIED WALK-IN ORDERING

WHY JETTA?

A FEW OF THE EXTRAS THAT MAKE
JETTA WALK-INS STAND OUT
ACTIVE DRAIN TECHNOLOGY

JETTA AIR

While your comfort during bathing is of utmost

Soothe and stimulate wherever your body needs it with

importance, it’s also important to maintain that comfort

Jetta Air technology. Injectors push effervescent air

when you’re done bathing. Jetta’s unique active drain

bubbles throughout the tub with even pressure, featuring

removes water in about 90 seconds so you can get out

multiple modes you can adjust to your preference.

of the tub in less time.

ACCESSORIES

SINGLE-CIRCUIT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Additional comfort accessories are available for when

One of the primary concerns we hear from people

you just want a little extra indulgence. Choose from

considering a walk-in tub is how the electric system

Contoured Neck Pillow (available on in-swing model) or

works and if there will be a complex, expensive set-up

Contoured Seat Cushion.

necessary. But with Jetta’s design, there’s no need for
complicated, multiple electrical circuits. The innovative
construction requires only one circuit to power your tub.
DUAL WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM
Indulge in all-over soothing and invigoration with
Jetta’s dual whirlpool system that features jet systems
on both the backrest and the footwell. And when you
just want a relaxing foot soak, simply fill the footwell
and enjoy the hydrotherapy benefits to your feet and
calves without the need to fill the entire tub.

JETTA WARM
WITH JETTA, A COMFORTABLE BATH STARTS BEFORE YOU EVEN FILL THE TUB
With our exclusive JettaWarm technology inside your walk-in tub, you’ll never need to
worry about staying comfortable while the tub is filling or while the water is draining
after your bath. Relax with an internal heating mechanism that warms the backrest
as you fill the tub and prepare to bathe, stays warm for forty minutes, and keeps you
comfortable while you drain the water before exiting. And remember … as an added
bonus, Jetta’s active drain technology drains the water in approximately 90 seconds,
so you’ll spend much less time waiting to exit.

THE JETTA WALK-IN
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AVAILABLE JETTA WALK-IN PACKAGES

SOAK PLUS
• SOAKING TUB
• ACTIVE DRAIN
• AIR SWITCH CONTROL
• GRAB BARS FOR BATHER SAFETY

THERAPY PLUS

THERAPY PREMIUM

DUAL ZONE JETTA WHIRL
THERAPY SYSTEM

DUAL ZONE JETTA WHIRL THERAPY SYSTEM
AND JETTA AIR THERAPY SYSTEM

• JETTAWARM

• JETTAWARM

• ACTIVE DRAIN

• ACTIVE DRAIN

• IN-LINE HEATER

• IN-LINE HEATER

• CLEAR MOOD LIGHT

• CLEAR MOOD LIGHT

• DUAL CONTROL SYSTEM

• DUAL CONTROL SYSTEM

		

- Mounted keypad

		

- Mounted keypad

		

- Remote control

		

- Remote control

• GRAB BARS FOR
BATHER SAFETY

• GRAB BARS FOR
BATHER SAFETY

DIFFERENCE
1 ONE-PIECE CONSTRUCTION
Every Jetta walk-in tub is manufactured with one-piece construction,
eliminating joint failures common in two-piece construction.
2 EASY INSTALLATION
Extension panels included with every tub ensure accurate fit and
easy installation.
3 SLIP RESISTANT TEXTURE

9 FRICTION HANDLE

Prevent slipping with gripped texture across the bottom area of

Combined door handle and door seal designs

foot bathing well.

work together to secure your tub for worry-free,
leak-free bathing.

4 U-BAR
Transition from seated to standing position easily and safely with
an easy-to-grip u-bar for stability upon entry and exit.
5 GRAB BAR
Enjoy additional safety and support when moving from standing to
sitting while in the tub.
6 LOW THRESHOLD
Ease entry and exit with a low threshold for safety and convenience.

10 ACTIVE DRAIN
When you’re done bathing, the active drain
removes water in about 90 seconds so you can
exit sooner

11 EFFICIENT ELECTRICAL
There’s no need for complicated, multiple

7 LOCKING HANDLE

electrical circuits. With Jetta’s innovative

Bathe comfortably without the worry of the door opening

construction, only one dedicated 20 amp

accidentally.

circuit is needed to power your tub.

8 JETTAWARM
No more uncomfortable back rests while the tub is filling, thanks

12 CONVENIENT POWER & OPERATING

to JettaWarm technology inside.

Control your tub’s features from either the
mounted keypad or the floating remote control.
All Therapy Plus and Therapy Premium tubs
are equipped with both.

13 EXTRA COMFORTABLE JET DESIGN
You’ll relax even more with the flush-mount
design of the backrest jets. There’s no bulkiness
or bumpiness for maximum comfort throughout
your bath.

HYDROTHERAPY

DO YOUR BODY & MIND
A WHIRL OF GOOD
With the new Dual Zone JettaWhirl hydrotherapy feature, you can step
into a therapeutic experience any time you feel the need for deep-tissue
healing and rejuvenation. When you select either the Therapy Plus or
Therapy Premium amenities package, your tub will be equipped with
jets in both the upper part of the tub and the footwell, so you can indulge in
all-over hydrotherapy or choose to simply fill the footwell and give your feet
and lower legs a healing and stimulating soak.
For added comfort, any time JettaWhirl is activated, your bath water
continues circulating through an internal inline heater system so the
temperature stays regulated throughout your bath.
• 10 hydrotherapy jets include:
		 - 6 flush-mount comfort back jets
		 - 2 flow-adjustable calf jets
		 - 2 flow-adjustable foot jets
Jets are powered by 1.5 BHP pump – and strategically placed to target
those frequently overused muscles in the back, calves, and feet.
• Footwell jets are removable for easy cleaning
• Easily adjust water pressure to your comfort level with a quick turn
of the jet’s outer ring
• Ensure sanitary bathing and eliminate corrosion with anti-microbial
flex piping and arched plumbing design

THERE’S A PEACEFUL FEELING IN THE AIR
Surround yourself with invigorating air bubbles designed to
create a peaceful, soothing hydrotherapy experience. JettaAir’s
balanced flow throughout ensures even pressure from each
injector so you can calm your mind and quiet your body.
JettaAir is included in the Therapy Premium package.
• Seamless air injectors target all areas of body
with strategic placement around perimeter of tub
• All JettaAir system tubs include mood lighting.
• Adjust air pressure to your own preference with
the variable-speed blower.
• Air injectors can be set to three different modes:
continuous, pulse, or wave.
• Be assured your bath is always clean and sanitary
with the automatic purge-dry cycle.

COMFORT EVEN AFTER YOU FINISH BATHING
Creating a comfortable bathing experience is our biggest motivator at Jetta – and to us, that extends to making
sure you’re comfortable while the tub is draining as well. While many walk-in tubs take up to three minutes to
fully drain so you can exit the tub, Jetta’s unique active drain technology removes water in about 90 seconds.

JETTA’S ACTIVE DRAIN TECHNOLOGY

OTHER TUBS

VS.

JETTA’S SIMPLE 3-STEP ORDERING PROCESS
1
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ACCESSIBILITY: Pick the set-up that

AMENITIES: Choose your preferred amenities

meets your bathroom and physical requirements:

from the 3 Jetta Walk-In Packages below.

inswing or outswing door,
and left-hand or right-hand drain

SOAK PLUS
• SOAKING TUB
• ACTIVE DRAIN
• AIR SWITCH CONTROL
• GRAB BARS FOR BATHER SAFETY
OR

J90D

INSWING
DOOR

THERAPY PLUS
DUAL ZONE JETTA WHIRL THERAPY SYSTEM
• JETTAWARM

Select the J90D model if the bather is able
to stand and step into the tub independently.

• ACTIVE DRAIN
• IN-LINE HEATER

OR

• CLEAR MOOD LIGHT
• DUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
		
- Mounted keypad
		
- Remote control
• GRAB BARS FOR
BATHER SAFETY
OR

J95D

OUTSWING
DOOR
Select the J95D model if the bather needs
assistance to transfer from a chair into the tub.

THERAPY PREMIUM
DUAL ZONE JETTA WHIRL THERAPY SYSTEM
AND JETTA AIR THERAPY SYSTEM
• JETTAWARM
• ACTIVE DRAIN
• IN-LINE HEATER

CHOOSE:
LEFT-HAND DRAIN
OR
RIGHT-HAND DRAIN

• CLEAR MOOD LIGHT
• DUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
		
- Mounted keypad
		
- Remote control
• GRAB BARS FOR
BATHER SAFETY

NOT SURE WHAT SOME OF THOSE
FEATURES ARE? WE CAN HELP!

3
ACCESSORIES: Customize with the
accessories you prefer!

NEW!

Dual Zone Jetta Whirl Therapy System
2 jet zones target the legs and feet only or legs, feet
and back. 6 back jets and 4 lower leg jets provide
targeted massage. In-line heater maintains water
temperature throughout bath.

JettaAir
Millions of air bubbles injected into the tub for
relaxation and stimulation.
SILCONE GEL NECK PILLOW
12” X 4.5”
AQUA BLUE 01-88-0025
BLACK 01-88-0024

JettaWarm
Add extra comfort with radiant heat on the backrest of the
tub. A touch of the button turns it on before the tub fills.

Active Drain
Pump technology enables the tub to drain through
unobstructed plumbing in approximately 90 seconds.
SOFT NECK PILLOW
11” X 15”
WHITE 01-88-0010

Dual Control System
Convenient tub operation is always within reach with
control panel on tub and floating remote.

All of our walk-in tub shells feature: single-piece
construction with solid metal frame, low entry
ROLL-UP GEL PILLOW
16” X 10.5”
AQUA BLUE 01-88-0020

threshold, non-slip floor, grab bars for stability
assistance, polished chrome ADA waste and
overflow, extension panels for universal fit in spaces
up to 60” wide.

CONTOURED GEL
SEAT CUSHION
13” X 7”
BLACK GSC-B1

My husband and I are both in our eighties. His balance is really bad and he
was not able to get in and out of the tub anymore. I wasn’t able to help him
much, so we knew we had to do something. Neither of us liked the idea
of leaving our home, so we decided on a walk-in tub and it’s working

WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS
ARE SAYING
ABOUT US.
Words from Jetta
customers based
across the nation

out really well.

My husband really enjoys it and can use it by himself and now I’m enjoying
it myself, too. I like that I don’t have to worry about slipping because I’m
not that good on my feet anymore either. And when I use the jets, it’s just
so relaxing and it helps with the pain in my knees.

Once we decided we were going to stay in our home, we knew it would be
worth it. Even if it’s just five more years we have at home, it makes a big
difference to be able to have that choice. - MINNIE

My experience with Jetta was phenomenal. After shopping around, Jetta
truly has the best products for their price, with customer service that
strives to go above and beyond. I loved the variety of choices, so I was able
to find the tub that was exactly what I wanted. - STEPHANIE

425 Centennial Boulevard
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013
LOCAL [405] 340.6661
TOLL FREE [800] 288.7771
SALES@JETTACORP.COM

To sign up for Jetta product updates and
other exciting company news that impacts your
business, email JETTA@JETTACORP.COM
with the subject line, ‘add me to your email list!’

LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Follow us for product updates
and helpful information
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